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now theres a couple of ways of doing this. it could be done; if you know your way around the html you can copy paste the whole thing. but we dont want to do that because then we arent able to copy
the urls. so we are going to paste it all into a csv, paste all of the image urls; hold down ctrl, and then just paste them all one by one. okay, well done, and hit post. now we got all of the images in there,
which means we can select them all, spin together, no, hit post and save them all into our articles file. so at this point, we should be able to scrape up an articles from any sources. so we could easily pull
down one from a local image directory, from google, also a blog where youve got the images properly linked to it. so look through that directory and pull down the pictures you want. for the ones we
have, we can paste them into your articles, or if you want to paste them into a new one, go to file. click save as and select png, and then we can locate the pngs youve got; press ctrl+a, ctrl+c; that was
easy. hit post, and then you can start spinning. for example, we can look at this word here that you see there. keep sliding over it like that, and you can get it down on the bottom. well you can start with,
i dont know, phone number, or mobile phone number, or loan number. if we continue to slide that down like that, i'll select one of them, i'll say phone number. now if i started with mobile phone number
and i kept sliding that down i would come to the mobile number, or the phone number. so it will choose between them automatically. so if you do start with mobile phone and you keep sliding your
mouse you can get it to come up with mobile phone number, and you can get down, and so on. i recommend just trying that out and you can make this go as deep as you like into the auto generated
content. now just a final note here, if we were to select one of the auto generated options and we keep going down the list it will start to come up with some boring options, like number or number two.
so i can stop that. save those, lets try the next one. lets try another one. lets try a different one. lets see what we can do with that. lets try yet another one. so most of you guys have probably seen an
article before on the internet like this, some variation of it. now what the best spinner has done here is it has found a way to do it without having to use a lot of punctuation and stuff to make the writing
readable. so what it does is it looks at the word that is highlighted, and it looks at the the other words in this article and then it gets the sentiment of it, because weve taught it that i want to have an
article that is going to make you smile, i want to have it that way for you at the time you click through the article. and then it also looks at what the article is saying, and it takes these different variables
into account. it might be looking at the sentiment of the article, but as far as what is actually being said here, there are plenty of things that are being said that are of high positive sentiment, and we
need to have that in our article, and, you know, a bit of a smile for the reader.
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now if we come back to where we just added the image, we can see if we search for it on google, and if we only look for the title as well as the alt tag, and i just added the alt tag, things like image,
spinning, photo, chicago, buy it now, or whatever we saw above here, will be in that image. so our uniqueness are pretty high from that. if we look at the images, we see that we have got an image, two
images, an image, and an image. and we also have got three videos. so if we get the image first, we are only getting one, two, and three images. if we get the video first, then we are getting an image

and one and two video options. if we are getting an image and one video options and an image. so with a combination of image and video, youll get more options with different stuff, spin options, alt text
options. so that is the benefit of using a combination of image and video. and if we come back here and take a look at where we just added the video, we can see that youtube has found it and it did

work for us. but if we scroll down further into the article, we can see one more thing i just noticed. and now i can see that youtube found our video as well, but its not here. now if we come back to the
picture it says, youtube. google found the video, but you can tell that it doesn't. and that is how unique we got it. so now i just want to take a quick video of this where i just added the image into our

article. from this article, we can also find out a few things. we can see it was written by our very own talented author here. and there are quite a lot of people who come across this blog. so now we can
check if other people are linking back to us, and we can see that we have got a nice full link back to this article, and we can also check if anyone else is linking back to this article too. 5ec8ef588b
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